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EXTENSIONS OF ÉTALE BY CONNECTED GROUP SPACES

DAVID B. JAFFE

Abstract. The main theorem, in rough terms, asserts the following. Let K

and D be group spaces over a scheme S. Assume that K has connected

fibers and that D is finite and étale over S . Assume that there exists a single

finite, surjective, étale, Galois morphism S —» S which decomposes (scheme-

theoretically) every extension of D by K . Let n = Aut(5/S). Then group

space extensions of D with kernel K are in bijective correspondence with pairs

(Í, x) consisting of a ft-group extension

£: 1 -> K(S) -» X -» D(S) -» 1

anda rc-group homomorphism %:X —» Aut(AT) which lifts the conjugation map

X —» Aut(A'(5')) and which agrees with the conjugation map K(S) —» Aut(£).

In this way, the calculation of group space extensions is reduced to a purely

group-theoretic calculation.

Introduction

Fix a connected noetherian scheme S, and consider group spaces over S,

i.e. group objects in the category of algebraic spaces over S. We shall assume

without further comment that all group spaces under consideration are flat and

locally of finite type over S. Consider the problem of classifying all group

spaces G over S. Stated in such generality, this problem is absurdly difficult.

Nevertheless, it seems worthwhile to consider certain aspects of this problem in

full generality. In this paper we consider a key ingredient of the classification

problem, which we refer to as the connectedness problem: for a given group

space G, how do the "connected pieces" of G fit together to form G itself?

We will make this question precise. Roughly, the problem is to classify all group

spaces, assuming that one already knows how to classify all group spaces having

geometrically connected fibers.
The easiest situation to describe is that in which G is decomposable, in

the sense that it may be expressed as a disjoint union of copies of a fixed

algebraic space having geometrically connected fibers over 5". Obviously, if G

has geometrically connected fibers, then it is decomposable.

To make any progress, we shall require that G is locally decomposable, i.e.

that there exists a faithfully flat quasicompact (ffqc) morphism S —► S which

decomposes G in the sense that G = G xs S is decomposable over S.
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Although not every group space is locally decomposable, the restriction im-

posed thusly on G seems natural. This restriction is equivalent to requiring

that there exist an extension of group spaces:

1 -» K^G^D^ 1

in which K has geometrically connected fibers, D is étale, and D is itself

locally decomposable. We call such a D an étale covering group. It is the

algebraic analog of a covering space.
Thus we may give a precise formulation to the connectedness problem: classify

étale covering groups D, and determine all extensions of D by K, where K

has geometrically connected fibers.
In § 1 we show that when S is geometrically unibranch, the problem of classi-

fying étale covering groups has a nice, easy answer: the category of such objects

is equivalent to the category of 7ti(S')-groups which have finite orbits. Forget-

ting about the group structure, such an object is just a disjoint union of finite

étale covers. As for the extension problem, the main result of this paper asserts

that under suitable hypotheses, this problem admits a purely group-theoretic

formulation. The details are given later in the introduction.

To make any further progress, we need to assume that G is locally decom-

posable in the strong sense that there exists a finite surjective étale morphism

S —► S which decomposes G. If G has this property, we shall say that it is

isodecomposable.
It follows that if S is geometrically unibranch, G is an étale covering group,

and the fibers of G are finitely generated, then G is isodecomposable.
From now on we fix K (having geometrically connected fibers), and D, an

isodecomposable étale covering group. We consider the extension problem.

For suitable D and K, it may be true that every extension of D by K

is isodecomposable. This is true under the following conditions: (I) S is the
spectrum of a perfect field; or (II) S is the spectrum of an Artin local ring and

K is smooth; or [considering only commutative extensions] (III) D is finite, |D|

is relatively prime to the residue characteristics of S, K is separated, smooth,

commutative, and nondegenerate, in the sense that the abelian, multiplicative,

and unipotent ranks of the fibers of K are constant as functions on S._

It is often possible to find a single finite surjective étale morphism S —> S

which decomposes every extension of D by K . This is not always true: there

exist counterexamples in case (I) where S is the spectrum of a number field,

K is an elliptic curve, and D = "L/ll,.

Assuming the existence of such an S, which we may assume to be Galois,

we show that the computation of

{group space extensions of D with kernel K}

may be reduced to a purely group theoretic calculation. More generally, if we

assume only that 5 decomposes D, then the computation of

{¿'-decomposed group space extensions of D with kernel K}

may be reduced to the same sort of calculation. Let n = Aut(S/S). We show

that such group space extensions are in bijective correspondence with pairs

(£, X) consisting of a n-group extension

{: 1 -» K(S) ^X ^ D(S) -» 1
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and a n-group homomorphism x- X ~* Aut(A') which lifts the conjugation map

X —► Au\(K(S) and which agrees with the conjugation map K(S) —> Aut(A^).

Of course, the precise statement must refer to isomorphism classes. Also, we

shall need to assume that S is of finite type over some excellent Dedekind

domain, because this hypothesis is used in a representability theorem of Artin

which we refer to.

This group-theoretic interpretation of group space extensions was known in

the special case where E is commutative, D is decomposable, and only de-

composable extensions are considered; see e.g. [5, III, §6, 4.2]. Other references
on group scheme extensions include [15, 18, 20, 21, and 22].

To help put all of this in perspective, we recall in §7 the various (known)

obstructions which prevent a group space from being isodecomposable.

Conventions. The symbol S will always denote a connected noetherian scheme,

of finite type over some excellent Dedekind domain, or affine and essentially of

finite type over some excellent Dedekind domain. Let X be an algebraic space

over S. If /: S' —> S is a ffqc morphism, we shall say that / decomposes X

if X' = X xs S' may be expressed as a disjoint union of algebraic spaces, all

isomorphic (as ¿'-spaces) and having geometrically connected fibers over S'.

If such an S' exists, we say that X is locally decomposable. In particular we

apply this terminology to group spaces X. If one may take S' to be finite

étale surjective, then we say that X is isodecomposable. If G/S is a group

space, and G acts on an algebraic space X/S, and G' = X' via this action for

some fppf morphism 5" —► S, we say that X is a principal homogeneous space

under G. We let PHS(G) denote the set of isomorphism classes of principal

homogeneous spaces under G. If G is commutative, PHS(G) may be given

the structure of an abelian group.

1.   Étale covering groups

An étale cover X of S is an algebraic space X over S which is étale and

locally decomposable. Such an X is necessarily a scheme, e.g. by [12, II, 6.16].

For example, any finite étale morphism is an étale covering space. An étale

covering group is an étale cover which is also a group space.

Proposition 1.1. Assume that S is geometrically unibranch. Let s be a geometric

point of S. Then the category of étale covering spaces of S is equivalent to the

category of ni(S, s)-sets X which have finite orbits.

Remark 1.2. The action of Tii(S,s) on X is assumed to be continuous with

respect to the discrete topology on X and the profinite topology on n\(S, s).

This condition is often automatically satisfied, for instance if n\(S, s) is the

profinite completion of some group.

Proof. Let n: Y —► S be an étale covering space. First assume that Y is con-

nected. Since S is geometrically unibranch, one knows by [ 10, 18.10.1] that Y

is locally integral, and hence irreducible. We will show that it is finite.

Choose an open quasicompact subset Yq c Y such that Yo surjects onto

51. There exists an open dense subset U c S such that Yo —> S is finite over

U. It follows by [8, 6.1.5(v)] that Yo —> Y is finite over U, and hence that
Yo n n~l(U) is a closed (and open) subset of n~l(U).
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Since Y is irreducible, n~l(U) is connected. Hence Yor\n~l(U) = n"l(U).

Hence n~l(U) is quasicompact. Hence after a ffqc base change S —> S, Y isa

disjoint union of finitely many copies of S. By faithfully flat descent [9, 2.7.1],

n is finite.

Now let n: Y —> S be an arbitrary étale covering space. By the above cal-

culation, we see that n is a disjoint union of finite étale covering spaces. For

each member of this union, we obtain a nx(S, s)-set in the usual way. The

union of these sets is a %\(S, s)-set which has finite orbits. Conversely, given a

it\(S, s)-set with finite orbits, one obtains an étale covering space in the obvious

way.   D

Example 1.3. If 5" is not geometrically unibranch, it need not be true that

the category of étale covering spaces of S is equivalent to the category of

it\(S, ï)-sets X which have finite orbits. (This observation seems implicit in

the proof of [19, XIII, 3.1].) Indeed, let S = (Spec C[x, y, z]/(xy, z)) -
{(0, ±1, 0), (±1, 0, 0)} , thought of as a closed subscheme of A3-. . We con-
struct an étale covering space X -» S. For each n £ Z, let C„ be the locally
closed subscheme of A^ given by y = 0 and x2 + (z - An)2 = 1, less the points

(±1, 0, An). Let D„ be the locally closed subscheme of A3-, given by x = 0

and y2 + (z - 2 - An)2 = 1, less the points (0, ±1, An + 2). Each Cn and each

Dn maps via projection to S. Let X be the disjoint union of all the Cn and

the Dn .Then we have an induced morphism X —» S. Define a scheme X by

taking X and glueing Cn to Dn (transversally) at the point (0,0, An + 1),

for each n . As C„ in fact meets Dn transversally at this point in A3, , we have

an induced morphism n:X^>S. Note that e.g. C„ meets C„_i with respect

to their embeddings in A3-, , but that the images of Cn and C„_i in X do not

meet.

It is pleasing to consider the set X(R), which may be thought of as a lamp
chain, with successive links oriented in alternating directions, extending in-

finitely in both directions. (Actually, since the points (0, ±1, *) and (±1,0,*)
are missing, the chain will fall apart in the usual topology.) One may view X(R)

as sitting in M3, but of course X is not a closed subscheme of A¿ .
We will show that n: X —> S is an étale covering space. Since X is connected

and not quasi-compact, it will be a counterexample to the stated equivalence of

categories. It suffices to show that 7t is an analytic covering space. This may

be done locally in the usual topology on S. There is no difficulty away from

(0,0,0) € S. Over a small neighborhood U of (0,0,0), X decomposes
as an infinite disjoint union of pieces, each isomorphic to U. The reader who

finds this specious may prefer to argue that X decomposes as an infinite disjoint

union of pieces, each mapping finitely to U . Then, by explicit calculation one

may verify that the said mappings are étale. In any event, one finds that n is

an étale covering space.

Corollary 1.4. Let S be a connected noetherian scheme. Assume that S is

geometrically unibranch. Let s be a geometric point of S. Then the category

of étale covering groups of S is equivalent to the category of ii\(S, s)-groups X

which have finite orbits.

Remark 1.5. This is probably not true if S is not geometrically unibranch, but

we do not know of a counterexample.
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Corollary 1.6. Let S be a connected noetherian scheme. Assume that S is geo-

metrically unibranch. Let G be an étale covering group over S whose geometric

fibers are finitely generated. Then G is isodecomposable.

Proof. Let G correspond to the %\(S, s)-group 77. Let h\, ... ,hn be gen-

erators for H as a group. Since the orbits of 77 under n\(S, s) are finite,

it follows that Fix(hi) is a closed subgroup of finite index for each i. Hence

Fix(/zi) n • •• n Fix(/z„) is a closed subgroup of finite index. Hence the action

of 7ti(S,s) on 77 factors through a finite quotient of ni(S,s). Hence base

extension by the corresponding Galois extension of S will decompose G.   D

Example 1.7. An étale covering group G whose geometric fibers are not finitely

generated need not be isodecomposable. For an example, choose any sequence

G\,Gi, ... of finite abelian étale covering groups of S which are not decom-

posed by any finite étale extension. Let G = ®°^ C7,. If 77, and 77 are the

corresponding n\(S, s)-groups, then H = 0°^ 77,. Then 77 has finite orbits,

so G is an étale covering space, but it is not isodecomposable.

2. Connections with principal homogeneous spaces

In this section we explore some connections between the extension problem

and principal homogeneous spaces. This will help us to construct examples of

extensions.

Given an extension of group spaces

1 ̂ K^G^D^1

where D is discrete, we obtain a bunch of principal homogeneous spaces under

K by taking the cosets of K in G.
When K is commutative, we can reverse this construction, in the following

sense. For any fppf morphism % —> S, there are groups C°(^, K) = K(f%¿),

Cl(%f, K) - K(% x %), and so forth which in fact may be assembled into

a complex C'{^¿ ,K), the Cech complex of K relative to f/. Taking the

direct limit as ^ varies, we obtain a complex C'(S, K) whose first coho-

mology is 771 (5fPPf, K), the cohomology of K relative to the small fppf site.

(According to [16, III, 3.9, 3.11(b)], one gets the same result if one computes

cohomology relative to the big fppf site.) Using [16, III, 4.6] and Artin's rep-

resentability theorems [1, 7.1, 7.2]; [2, 6.3], one concludes that Hl(SfVVr, K)

may be identified with the set of isomorphism classes of principal homoge-

neous spaces under K. Let Z'(S, K) denote the kernel of the coboundary
map Ci(S,K)^Ci+l(S,K).

Proposition 2.1. Let K be a commutative group space over S. Give Zl(S,K)

the discrete group space structure. Then there exists an extension:

0^K^G^Z\S,K)^0

of commutative group spaces over S such that the coset of K in G coming from
x £ Zl(S, K) is isomorphic to the corresponding principal homogeneous space.

Sketch. The Cech complex C'(S,K) extends to a complex C*(S,K) of

sheaves on the small fppf site over S. We obtain an exact sequence of sheaves

on this site:
0 -► K -> C°(S, K) -^Z}(S,K)-> 0.
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Let Z_lg(S, K) denote the subsheaf of Z}(S, K) generated by its global sec-

tions. Let y = 7i~l(Z_lg(S, K)). We have an exact sequence

0 -♦ K -» y -> Z\(S, K) - 0.

Clearly Z^S1, AT) is the constant sheaf associated to ZX(S, K). The sheaf

y is representable by an algebraic space G. For further explanations, see the

proof of [16, III, 4.6].   D

Obviously, given any subgroup W c Z1 (S, K), one can use this to construct

an extension of W by K. This would prove (2.2) (below), under the additional

hypothesis that o(X) = oo in PHS(TC). However, we can do better, without us-

ing (2.1). Indeed, the set PHS(Ti) may be identified with Hl(Sfpp{, K), which

may further be identified with Ext^Z^, K), where Zs denotes the constant

(fppf) sheaf on S corresponding to Z, and Ext1 denotes extensions of fppf

sheaves. By Artin's representability theorems, we know that all such extensions

are representable by algebraic spaces. Hence we have

Proposition 2.2. Let K be a commutative group space over S. Let X be a

principal homogeneous space under K. Then there exists an extension of com-

mutative group spaces over S :

O^K^G^Z^O

such that [n~l(l)] = [X] in PHS(K).

3. Group terminology

Let n be a group. By a n-group, we mean a group G, together with a group

homomorphism n —► Aut(C7). A morphism of n-groups is a group homomor-

phism which commutes with the action of n .

If G is a 7t-group, then the group Aut(C7) becomes a 7t-group via conjuga-

tion: (xa)(g) = x(a(x~l(g))), where x En, o £ Aut(G), and g £ G. We

shall always give Aut(G) this canonical n-group structure.

If K and D are 7r-groups, an extension of D with kernel K is an exact

sequence

cl.l^K^G^D^l

of 7t-groups.

Given such an extension ¿;, there is an induced n-homomorphism /(£): G —>

Aut(A'), induced by conjugation: #(¿;)(g)(/0 = gkg~l, where g £ G and

k£K.
Let K, D, and 77 be 7r-groups. Let tb: 77 —► Aut(AT) and \p: K -* 77 be

^-homomorphisms. In the situations we are interested in, cj o ip will be the

conjugation map, but it is not necessary to impose this as an axiom. An 77-

restricted extension of D with kernel K is a triple (G, £,, x) consisting of a

ft-group G, a 7r-group extension

£:l^ K ^G^D^l,

and a 7t-homomorphism x- G —> H, such that x(£) — <t> ° X and if/ = x° i ■ (It
would be more precise to refer to (77, 0, ^-restricted extensions.)
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Given another such extension ((?', £', /'), we say that (G,Ç,x) is equiva-

lent to (G', £', x1) if there exists a ^-isomorphism a: G -> G' such that

£:    l^K^G^D^l

4= i» 1=
Í' :   1   -►   #   -»   G'   -»   Z)   -f   1

commutes and # = /' o a .

A. Extensions of étale covering groups

Let K, D be group spaces over S. Assume that K has geometrically con-

nected fibers. Assume that D is an isodecomposable étale covering group. Let

S —> S be a finite étale cover which is Galois and which decomposes D. Let

n = Aut(S/S). Then K(S) and D(S) are 7t-groups. Let K =_K xsS. Let

Aut(K) denote the group of group space automorphisms of K/S. Given any

ß £ n, there is a canonical morphism of algebraic spaces ß:K —> K such that

the diagram

K -^-^ S

K

is Cartesian. Note that ß is not an ¿-morphism. Nevertheless, if p £ Aut(K),

then ß o p o ß~l e Aut(A').   In this way Aut(Ä') becomes a rc-group, and

there is a canonical 7t-homomorphism d>:Aat(K) -» Aut(Ä'(5')). There is also

a canonical ^-homomorphism i//:K(S) —t Aut(K) given by conjugation.

Taking account of the above explanations we may write

Theorem 4.1. Let K, D be group spaces over S. Assume that K has geomet-

rically connected fibers. Assume that D is an isodecomposable étale covering

group. Let S -» S be a finite étale cover which is Galois and which decomposes
D. Let n = Aut(S/S). Then there is a canonical bijective map from the set of

equivalence classes of S-decomposed group space extensions of D with kernel K

to the set of equivalence classes of Aut(K)-restricted n-group extensions of D(S)

with kernel K(S).

Remark 4.2. The statement is false if one replaces (everywhere) the word "group

space" by "group scheme.". Indeed, Raynaud [19, XIII, 3.2] has constructed an

example of the following: a noetherian normal local scheme S of dimension

two, an abelian scheme A/S, and a principal homogeneous space X under A

which is isotrivial but not a scheme. Using this and (2.2), one may construct

an extension

O^^^G^Z^O

of commutative group spaces in which G is not a scheme.

Proof. It is easy to construct the map of the theorem. The hard part is to prove

that it is bijective, which we do by explicitly constructing its inverse. Let

ÇA^K^G^D^l
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be an ¿-decomposed (group space) extension of D with kernel K. Let G —

G xs S and D - D xs S. Then we have an exact sequence

1 -^K^G-^D^ 1

of group spaces over S. By assumption D is decomposable. Also by assump-

tion, the fibers of p are all isomorphic. This implies that p(S) is surjective.

As D(S) = D(S) (and so forth), we obtain an extension of groups

n: 1 -> K(S) -» G(S) M D(S) -» 1.

It is clear that in fact this is an extension of 7t-groups. For any g £ G(S) =

G(S), we obtain by conjugation a % -morphism G(S) —► Aut(A'). This defines

an Aut(7£)-restricted extension of D(S) with kernel K(S). Moreover, the

equivalence class of this Aut(7C)-restricted extension does not change if we

replace ¿; by an equivalent extension.

Thus we have defined the map of the theorem. To prove that it is bijective,

we define its inverse. Thus suppose given an extension of 7t-groups

n: 1 -> K(S) -> X -?- D(S) -» 1

and a 7t-homomorphism a: X —> Aut(TC) with the desired property. (For ty-

pographical reasons we use the symbol a instead of x ■) We let the group

operation on X be denoted by *. If x £ X, then x~l denotes the inverse of

x relative to *. (We mention this explicitly because in the course of the proof,

elements of X will enter into three separate operations.)

For each d £ D(S), choose some xd £ g~x(d). We may assume that x\ = 1.

Unfortunately, because of the possibility that d2 = 1, we may not assume that

xd-\ = (x¿)-1 . This will make our calculations significantly harder. We may

however assume at least that x¿ commutes with xd-\ . Define an ¿-space:

H=    U   Kd
d€D(S)

where Kd is a copy of K .

In the following, T will denote an algebraic space over S.

If x £ X, then ax denotes the corresponding element of Aut(ÄT). Actually,

we can make ax act on 77, as follows: if y £ H(T), say y £ Kd(T), then the

notation ax(y) means: treat y as an element of K(T), then apply ax, then

think of the result as an element of Kd(T).
We will define a group structure on H, by making H(T) into a group with

operation " * ".

First we define an associative binary operation on H(T), denoted by juxtapo-

sition, and defined as follows. Let y\, y2 £ H(T). We may write y\ £ Kd[(T),

yi e Kdl(T) for suitable d\,di £ D(S). Then y\y2 is computed by thinking

of y\ , y2 as elements of the group K(T), multiplying them there, and then

treating the result y\y2 as an element of Kdxdl(T).

Now we define a map of sets X: X —► 77(5). Indeed if w £ g~l(d), we define

X(w) = [w * x^{]d, where the notation [ ]d means "treat the given element

of K(S) as an element of Kd(S)." Via X, we identify elements x £ X with
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the corresponding elements X(x) £ H(S), and even with the induced elements

of 77(7).
Define

y\ * yi = y\oXix (yi)(xdl *xdl *xjidi).

We will verify that this definition makes (H(T), *) into a group. The reader

should be aware of the possible notational confusion resulting from the fact

that there are three binary operations in use: * , *, and juxtaposition. First

we make some notational simplifications. Let x, = xd., o~¡ = ax¡, x¡j = xd.d.,

o~ij = Gxi, , and so forth. With this notation,

y\ *yi = y\o-\(y2)(x\ *x2*xx2l).

Note that x\2 — xx *x2* (x2l • xf1 *x12) so

ax2 = axoa2oax-^x-iirXn,

and the rightmost operand acts by conjugation, because of the axiom if = Xo i

given in §3. Also note that ii x, x' £ g~x(I) then xx' = x-kx'. Thus

(y\ * yi) * yi

= y\ox(y2)(xx-k x2* xx~2)ax(a2((x2x * x~l * xl2)y3(xx~2l *xx *x2)))

(Xi2*X3*X123)

= yiax(y2)(xx *x2*xx2x)(jx(o-2(x2x *x7l *xx2))ox(o-2(y3))

o\(o-2(xx2l *xx*x2))(xx2 * x3 *xX2\)

= y\o-\(y2)(xx *x2 *xx2)(xx2 *x2"1 -k x~x)ax(a2(y^))

(XX*X2-kXx2   -kXX*X2-kX2    ■k Xj    )(X[2 * X3 * X¡2^)

= y\ox(y2)ax(a2(yi))(xx *x2 • x3 • xf23)

= y\ o\ (yi)o\ (o-i(y-i))(xx -k x2 * x3 • x23l * xxx)(xx * x23 * xf1.)

= y\o~\(y2)ax(a2(yi))o-x(x2 *x3 *x23x)(xx *x23 *x¡~2\)

= y\ox\y2a2(yi)(x2* x3 *x2ix)](xx *x23*xf,!,)

= y\* [y202(y^)(x2 * x3 * x^1)]

= yx *(y2*y3),

which shows that (H(T), *) is associative.

The identity element of (H(T), *) is the identity element of KX(T) = K(T).
We will now prove that inverses exist in (H(T) , *). It is useful to adopt the

following barbarisms:  xx-i denotes xd-<  and ox-\ denotes ax _, . Define an

element yx £ H(T) by first thinking of yx as an element of K(T), inverting

it there, and then transporting the result to Kd-\(T). Then yxyx = yxyx = 1.

Let

y'\ =fff1(yi)(x,-_11*xf1).

Then

yx *y[ =yxax[o--l(yx)(x~_\ *xf1)](Xi *Xi-i) = (T^xfJ, *JCf1)(jc1 *x,-.)

= X\ ~k X._x ic Xi     * Xi     * X\ * X\-i = X\ ic X. _i ic Xi     ic Xj-i

= Xj * Xi      * X. _i "k Xj-i =  1 ,
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and:

y\ *y\ = o-x~l(yx)(x-„\ * x-x)ox-i(yx)(xx-i * xx)

= (xf.1, *xf1)(xi*x1-i)<jf l(y~i)(x~}, *xf1)<r,-i(yi)(x,-1 *xf

= (xf1, *xf1)rjx,^|_l(ff;c-.(yi))tT1-,(yi)(x1-, *xi)

= (x-_\*x-x)o-Xí_¡i,Xl(cTx-i(yx))(Tx-i(yx)(xx-i-kXX)

= (x1~_1,*xf1)(71-i(yi)ffi-iO'i)(Jc1-i*Jt:i)

X. _, ~k Xi      ~k Xj — 1 ~k XX    —     1 ,

as above. Hence inverses exist in (H(T), *). Thus (H(T), *) is a group.

Furthermore, the group structure is compatible with morphisms V -> T of

¿-spaces. Hence this definition makes 77 into a group space.

We now show that X defines a group isomorphism X: (X, -k) -> (77(¿), *).

Suppose that wx £ g~x(dx) and w2 £ g~x(d2). Then:

X(wx)*X(w2) = [wx*x7l]d¡ *[w2*x2x]d2

= [wx *xf l]d,ax([w2* x2x]d2)(xx *x2*Xy2l)

= [wx *xl~i]di[xi *w2*x2x *xf l]dl(xx •x2*xf21)

= [wx*w2*x-2x]di2

= X(wx *w2)

so A is a homomorphism.   We leave it to the reader to verify that X is an

isomorphism. Taking account of our identifications, we see that the statement

wx * w2 = wx *w2

is correct for any wx , w2 £ X .

We define an action of n on 77.   Let ß £ n.   Let d £ D(S).   Define

ß(d):Kd -* Kß(d) to be the composite:

-p      can    -p    ß    -p    ß(x<l">*xß(d)    -p    can    -p

Kd -► K —y K -> K -» Kß{d),

where the third morphism from the left is right multiplication by ß(xd)*x~:xd).

Letting d £ D(S) vary, we obtain an automorphism /?:77 —» 77 of algebraic

spaces. (Notice that the symbol ß also stands for an automorphism of K .)

Observe that ß is compatible with the group structure on K in the sense

that the diagram

KxjK —ÍÍ—» K

Kx-çK -^^ K

commutes, where fi is the multiplication map.   It follows that for any x £

K(S), the composites
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kMk-^k

are equal. Using this, one sees that the composite

_    ß'(xd)*x-)

K- (<()K-^K
ß(x0,,d])*ß(ß'(xd)y

K

is equal to ß . Hence the composite

K-^^K
_    ß(ß'(xd))*x-\u _,    _(dn

K

is equal to the composite

p ß'(Xd)*xß,\d)    —   ß    —   ß(Xß'w)*xßißl{d)) i —

It follows that ßß' - ßß' (as automorphisms of 77), and so we have defined

a group action of n on the algebraic space 77. Then n acts on 77/¿ but

certainly not on 77/¿. In fact, the diagram

77 77

commutes.
By a theorem of Artin [1, 7.1, 7.2]; [2, 6.3], it follows that there exists an

algebraic spaœ G over ¿ such that if G = G xs S then G = 77 as algebraic

spaces over S.
Now that we have constructed the algebraic space G, we would like to know

that it can be given the structure of an ¿-group space in such a way that G = H

as ¿-group spaces. To prove this we must show that ß is compatible with the

group structure on 77, in the sense that the diagram

77x^77

ßxß

Hx-çH

77

77

commutes, where fi is the multiplication map. This is equivalent to showing

that the corresponding diagram

Kdl x Kdl Kdxd2

Kß(dt) * Kß(d2)   -►  Kß(d]d2)
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commutes. Unwinding the definitions, we see that this is equivalent to showing

that the diagram

KxK   -^U   KxK—^K
X]*X2*X.7

K

KxK K

lß(^)*xß{d0Mß(x2)*xß'2}]

_     _    lxax...,    _     _

ß{xi2)*x
ß(d{d2)

KxK
ß(dx)

KxK K
Xß(di)*Xß{d2)*X ß{dtd2)

K

commutes.   Calculating, one sees that this is equivalent to showing that the

diagram

KxK   -^U   KxK -^- KxK

ß*ß

KxK

I*
K

[ß(xt)*Xß{'d0]x[ß(X2)*Xß{d2)] ßix^ßix^x^x^

_        _      lxCTJt«

KxK - KxK K

commutes.

Since a: X -> Aut(K) is a ^-homomorphism, the composites

k^uk-Lk

and

k-Lk^^k

are equal. In particular, the first row of the above diagram may be expressed as

KxK-^LkxK^^^KxK.

Thus we may reduce to showing that the diagram:

KxK
ixaß(*.

w*')*W*[^>*W

KxK

1"
KxK

1 XCT,

KxK

K

ß(dO ß(xt)i,ß(x2)*xß{d2)*xß{di)

K

commutes.    Fortunately, all morphisms in this diagram are  ¿-morphisms.

Hence to prove that it commutes, it suffices to prove that it commutes on all
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T-valued points. Indeed, let y, y' £ K(T). We must show that

y[ß(xx)*x-;d[AaXß{d0(y'[ß(x2)*Xß-xd2)])

= ycß(Xl)(y')[ß(xi)*ß(x2)*xjld2)*Xß{di)\.

This is equivalent to showing that

[ß(xx) * x-fdi)]aXßid0(y')[xß{di) * ß(x2) * xj(di) -k xj*di)])

= Oß{xt)(y')[ß(xi)* ß{x2)-kx~ld2) *x-¿0].

This follows easily once we know that

0x00 = x*y*x~x

for any x £ X and any y £ H(T). We proceed to establish this. We may

assume that y £ KX(T). Let dx = g(x). The special case where dx = 1 is

true, because of the axiom i// — x°i given in §3. The special case where x = xx

is also true because

xx *y*x7l =[xiai(y)]*xf1 = xxax(y)ax(x~x)(xx *x,-i)

= x,(7iO0xf1(x1*x1-0

= xxox(y)(xx x •xf.1,) * (xi -kxx-\)xx-i

= xxax(y)xx-t =ax(y).

In the general case,

<^00 = 0**^,00 = 0^r.t0i(y)] = *x„ri(*i *y*xrl)

= (x-Arxf ') * (xi *y *xf ') * (xi *x_1) = x *y *x~x.

Hence ß  is compatible with group structure on 77, in the sense described

above. Hence 77 descends to a group space G over ¿.

In fact we have an extension

f:l -»ÄT-» 77 ̂ D^ I

of group spaces over ¿. As n acts on everything in sight, we obtain an S-

decomposed extension

ío: 1 - K - G -> D - 1

of group spaces over ¿.

We leave it to the reader to verify that this construction is in fact inverse to

the first construction.    D

5. Decomposition by finite étale morphisms

We consider three cases under which every extension G of D by K is

isodecomposable, where K has geometrically connected fibers, and D is an

isodecomposable étale covering space. In the third case, we consider only com-

mutative extensions.

The reader will observe that this extension problem is equivalent to deter-

mining when certain principal homogeneous spaces (namely the cosets of the

extension) are decomposed by some finite étale surjective morphism. However,
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for fixed D and K, we do not know exactly which principal homogeneous

spaces can occur as the cosets of some extension of D by K.

Case I: S is the spectrum of a perfect field (obvious)

In this case we note that for suitable K and D, there may not exist a single

finite étale surjective morphism which decomposes every extension of D by K :

Example 5.1. Let A: be a number field and let E be an elliptic curve over k

such that E(k) contains an element of order 2. By the Mordell-Weil theorem,

E(k) is finitely generated. Under these hypotheses, [13, Theorem 7], shows

that the group of principal homogeneous spaces under E contains infinitely

many elements of order 2. On the other hand, if A" is a finite field extension

of k, then since E(K) is finitely generated, the group 771 (K/k, E) of 7i-split
principal homogeneous spaces under E is finite. Hence no single field extension

will decompose every order 2 principal homogeneous space under E. For any

such principal homogeneous space X, we can use (2.1 ) to construct an extension

G of Z/2Z by E such that G = E U X, scheme-theoretically. Indeed, one has
an exact sequence

E(k) ^ZX(S,E)-* PHS(£) -♦ 0

where k is an algebraic closure of k and ¿ = Spec k . Since E(k) is divisible,

[X] £ PHS(E) lifts to a 2-torsion element of ZX(S, E). This allows one
to construct the extension G. Therefore, no single field extension of k will

decompose every extension of Z/2Z by E.

Case II: ¿ is the spectrum of an Artin local ring and K is smooth.

In this case we prove the following stronger statement:

Lemma 5.2. Let S be the spectrum of an Artin local ring. Let K be a smooth

group space over S. Let H be a principal homogeneous space under K. Then
77 is isotrivial, by which we mean that 77 becomes trivial after base extension

by a finite étale surjective morphism S —► S.

This follows immediately from the following:

Lemma 5.3. Let S be the spectrum of an Artin local ring. Let f:X —» ¿ be a

smooth morphism, X / 0. Then there exists a finite surjective étale morphism

¿' —► ¿ such that f xs ¿' admits a section.

Proof. The induced map Xre¿ —► ¿red is smooth. Write ¿red = Spec k. By

[10, 17.15.10(iii)], there exists some x £ Xred such that k' = k(x) is a finite

separable extension of k . Let S'red = Spec (k'). Then the induced map X'Ttà —►

S'Kd admits a section. By [7, IX, 1.7], there exists a finite étale morphism

¿' -* S such that S'Ted = ¿red xs ¿'. By the definition of formal smoothness,

/ xs ¿' admits a section.   D

Remark 5.4. Case II is false without the hypothesis that K is smooth. In-

deed, let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0. Let

A = k[x]/(xP). Let S = Spec(A). Let K = ap . Then PHS(ä:) = A/A?.
(See e.g. [16, p. 128].) In particular, there exists a nontrivial principal homoge-

neous space X under K. By (2.1), one may construct an extension of group

spaces:

O^K^G-^D^O
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where D is a cyclic group (with the discrete scheme structure) and n~x (d) = X,

where d is a generator for D. Every étale cover of S is trivial, so G is not

isodecomposable.

Definition. Let G be a smooth commutative group space over ¿, having ge-

ometrically connected fibers. Then G is nondegenerate if the functions 5 i->

dim(Gi)ab, s r-> dim(G,s)mui, and s >-> dim(GJ)uniP are constant. (Here s de-

notes a geometric point of ¿ and the subscripts ab, mul, and unip refer to
the abelian, multiplicative, and unipotent parts of Gs.)

Remark 5.5. If ¿ is a complex variety, and G is smooth, commutative, and

has geometrically connected fibers, then G is nondegenerate if and only if its

fibers are all diffeomorphic.

Example 5.6. Any abelian scheme is nondegenerate.

Case III: D is finite, \D\ is relatively prime to the residue characteristics of ¿,

K is smooth, commutative, separated, and nondegenerate; assuming that G is

commutative
The following statement generalizes the corresponding statement for abelian

schemes, which is well known (see e.g. [17, 20.7]).

Proposition 5.7. Let G be a smooth, commutative group space over S, separated,

having connected fibers, and nondegenerate. Let n be a positive integer, relatively

prime to the residue characteristics of S. Let Q = Ker(G A G). Then the

canonical map Ô —> ¿ is finite, étale, and surjective.

Proof. Since a flat morphism with étale fibers is étale, it suffices by [10, 18.2.9]

to show that Q/S is flat and that its geometric fibers are étale, of some fixed

finite rank.
In this paragraph we suppose that ¿ is the spectrum of a field k . I claim

that n:G —> G is flat and has an étale kernel. For this we may suppose that k

is algebraically closed. By generic flatness, n is flat at at least one point. By [4,

1.3], n is flat. Now we show that n is surjective. Given an exact sequence

(*) 0 - G' -* G -> G" - 0

for which n' and n" are surjective, it will follow that n is surjective. By the

structure theory of smooth commutative group schemes over an algebraically

closed field, we may reduce to G € {Ga, Gm, A} , where A is an abelian variety.

The cases G 6 {Ga, Gm} are obvious. The case where G = A is well known:

see e.g. [17, 8.2]. Hence n is surjective for any G. It follows that given an

exact sequence (*) as above, one obtains an exact sequence

o - Q' -» e -» e" -» o
of kernels. It follows by [4, 9.2(viii)] that if Q' and Q" are étale, then so is

Q. Thus to prove Q is étale, we may reduce to G £ {Ga, Gm, A} . The cases

G £ {Ga, Gm} are obvious. The case where G - A is well known: see e.g. [17,

8.2]. Hence Q is étale for any G.
Suppose that ¿ is arbitrary. By the preceding paragraph, n is flat on every

fiber. Since G is flat over ¿, it follows by [7, IV, 5.9] that « is a flat morphism.
Hence Q is flat over ¿.
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It remains to show that the geometric fibers of Q/S do not vary in their

rank. This is left as an exercise for the reader: use the fact that G/S is nonde-

generate.   D

Corollary 5.8. Let K be a smooth, commutative group space over S, separated,

having connected fibers, and nondegenerate. Let D be a finite étale group scheme

over S. Assume that the rank of D is relatively prime to the residue character-

istics of S. Let
0^K-^G-^D^0

be an extension of commutative group schemes. Then G is isodecomposible.

Proof. We may reduce to the case where D is already decomposable. Let d £

D(S). Let n:G —* D be the canonical map. Let Gd = n~x(d). It suffices to

construct a finite étale surjective morphism ¿' —> S such that G'd —► ¿' admits

a section. Let n be the rank of D. Let Md be such that the following diagram

is cartesian:
Md -► Gd

\4>d «

If Gd admits a section then (5.7) implies that <bd is a finite étale surjective

morphism, since in that case Md is isomorphic to Q as an ¿-space. Even if

Gd does not admit a section, we can conclude by faithfully flat descent that

<f>d is a finite étale surjective morphism. Let ¿' = Md . Then M'd = Md xs ¿'

admits a section over ¿'. Hence G'd admits a section,   o

6. Examples

We consider a few examples where S = Spec(Z). In that case every étale

covering group over ¿ is decomposable, e.g. by [14, p. 137] and (1.1).

Proposition 6.1. Let S = Spec(Z). Let K be one of the following group schemes

over S : either Ga for some n > 1, or SL„ for some odd integer n > 3. Let

D be any étale covering group over S. Then group scheme extensions of D by

K (up to equivalence) are in bijective correspondence with group extensions of

D(S) by K(S) (up to equivalence).

Proof. By (4.1), it suffices to show that (a) every principal homogeneous space

under K is trivial, and that (b) the induced map ^:Aut(A") —> Aat(K(S)) is

an isomorphism. First we consider (a). In case K = Ga, it is well known

that PHS(Ä0 = HX(S, cfs), which is zero for ¿ = Spec(Z), so every principal

homogeneous space under K is trivial. The same statement holds for K - Ga .

Since every vector bundle over ¿ is trivial, PHS(GL„) = 0. From the six term

exact sequence of pointed sets [16, III, 4.5] associated to the exact sequence

1 -» SL„ -» GL„ —► Gm —* 1,

one concludes that PHS(SL„) = 0.
Now we consider (b). In case K = Ga , this is clear. Suppose K = SL„ ,

for some odd integer n > 3. By [11, Theorem 3, Remark], one knows that

Aut(SL„(Z)) is generated by conjugation automorphisms and by the automor-

phism M r-> (M')~x . Thus it is clear that if/ is surjective. Let a £ Aut(SL„),
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a ^ id. Then the induced automorphism a ® Q e Aut(SL„ <s> Q) is not the

identity. One knows that SL„(Z) is Zariski-dense in SL„(Q). (This follows e.g.

from the fact that SL„(Q) is generated by elementary matrices — see e.g. [3, V,
9.2], but this fact is completely elementary.) Hence there is some M £ SL„(Z)

on which a <g> Q acts nontrivially. Hence if/(a) is not the identity. Hence if/
is injective.   D

Proposition 6.2. Let S = Spec(Z). Let D be any étale covering group over S.

Then group scheme extensions of D by Gm (up to equivalence) are in bijective

correspondence with pairs (n, f) consisting of a group extension n of D(S) by

Z/2Z ( up to equivalence) and a group homomorphism f:D -* Z/2Z.

Proof. Since Pic(Z) = 0, PHS(Gm) = 0. Also Aut(Gm) = Z/2Z, which acts
trivially on GOT(Z) = {1, -1} = Z/2Z. The conclusion follows from (4.1).   D

7. Obstructions to isodecomposability

Let G be a group space over ¿. We consider various reasons why G/S

might not be isodecomposable.

(I) It may not be possible to find an exact sequence of group spaces

1 ̂ K^G^D^1

such that K has geometrically connected fibers and D/S is étale. One can

always define a subfunctor G° of G (as in [4, §3], but it will not always be

representable by an algebraic space K. It is representable if and only if one

can find an exact sequence as above. This holds (for instance) if G/S is smooth.

(See [4, 3.10].) The simplest example where G° is not representable is obtained

by taking ¿ = Spec(Z), G = ptp = Spec(Z[x]/(xp - 1)), for any prime p.

Another example is obtained by taking ¿ = Spec(/4), where A is a discrete

valuation ring of equal characteristic p > 0, with uniformizing parameter /,

and G to be the kernel of the homomorphism Ga -> Ga given by x *-+ xp -tx .

(See [6, #236, §1.9].) In both of these examples G is finite and flat.
(II) Even if it is possible to find an exact sequence of group spaces as in

(I), it may be that D is not locally decomposable. We may take G = D.

For example, if G'/S is a finite étale group scheme, and G c G' is an open

subgroup-scheme, then G will almost never be locally decomposable. Also

G/G' will be usually be nonseparated, and hence also not locally decomposable.

For a specific example of this, take G = D, S — A1 = Spec(C[x]), G' to be the

constant ¿-group Z2, and G c G' to be the open subgroup scheme obtained

by deleting the nonzero point from the fiber over 0 € A1 .

(III) Even if the problems of (I) and (II) do not occur, it may be that D

cannot be decomposed by a finite étale morphism. (See 1.7.) Probably this can

only happen when the fibers of D are not finitely generated as groups.

(IV) Even if the exact sequence exists, and D is decomposed by a finite étale

morphism, it may be that G is not decomposed by a finite étale morphism.

To consider this possibility, we may suppose that D is itself decomposable.

Then the cosets of AT in G are principal homogeneous spaces under K. By

(2.1), every principal homogeneous space occurs as a coset of some extension.

Hence it suffices to give examples of principal homogeneous spaces which are

not isotrivial. We give three examples:
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(a) If k is any imperfect field, there is an example in which S = Spec k and

K is finite. One may take K = ap . (Cf. (5.4).)
(b) If k is an algebraically closed field of positive characteristic, and S =

Spec k[x]/(xp), there is an example (5.4) in which K is finite.

(c) Let K = Gm . Let D = Z. For a suitable choice of S, there will be a

line bundle £? of infinite order on ¿. Since PHS(Gm) = Pic(¿), one can use

(2.2) to build an exact sequence

0^Gw->G^Z->0

of commutative group schemes. Now in order that p:S -» ¿ decomposes this,

it is necessary and sufficient that p*Jz? = tf^. This will never happen if p is

finite étale surjective.
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